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Linear threshold machines are defined to be those whose computat ions are 
based on the outputs of a set of linear threshold ecision elements. The  number  
of such elements is called the rank of the machine. An analysis of the computa-  
tional geometry of f inite-rank linear threshold machines, analogous to the 
analysis of f inite-order perceptrons given by Minsky and Papert, reveals that 
the use of such machines as "general purpose pattern recognition systems" is 
severely limited. For example, these machines cannot recognize any topological 
invariant, nor can they recognize nontrivial figures "in context." 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a contribution to "computational geometry" in the spirit of the 
book "Perceptrons" by Minsky and Papert, (1969). That is, we seek insights into 
the amount of computation "inherently needed" to recognize various geometric 
figures. In doing so, we raise issues about the use of parallel computation, 
analog devices, and other pattern recognition techniques. This section briefly 
reviews the setting given by Minsky and Papert for such a study and provides 
an introduction to the remainder of the paper. 
By a retina, R, we mean a collection of points, and by a figure on the retina 
some subset X C R. The size of the retina, I R I is the number of points in R. 
In studying pattern recognition we usually imagine R to be a finite set whose 
points are regarded as the squares in some two-dimensional p ane grid and 
"arbitrary geometric figures" as approximated by some collection of squares 
(Fig. 1). 
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A predicate on R is a function ¢ defined for figures X on R which can assume 
only the values 0 and 1. Examples of geometric predicates are 
IX is a square], 
IX is convex], 
[X contains more than 47 points]. 
We follow Minsky and Papert in using the notation 
[some condition] 
to mean the value which is 1 if the condition is true and 0 if the condition is 
false. 
In computational geometry we are interested in synthesizing "complex" 
predicates out of "simpler" ones. One measure of the simplicity of a predicate 
is its order. A predicate 9 is said to be of order k if 9 makes its decision by 
examining at most k points of R, i.e., if there exists a set S of k points such 
that 
cp(X) = ~o(X (~ S) for all X C R. 
I f  ~ ~ {%, q% .... } is a collection of predicates, then a perceptron based on 
is another predicate ¢ which is of the form 
•(X) ~ [~i ai~i(X) > 0l" 
where a 1 , a 2 ,..., aN, 0 are real numbers. 
In other words, a perceptron is the result of a linear threshold ecision applied 
to a weighted sum of other predicates. The a i are the weights and 0 is the 
threshold. 
The order of the perceptron ¢ is the maximum order of any of the predicates 
in the collection qs. Notice that a perceptron of order 1 is precisely what is 
usually called a linear threshold function on R. 
Minsky and Papert consider questions uch as "What order perceptrons are 
necessary in order to compute various geometric predicates ?" They show, 
for example, that 
IX is locally convex] can be computed with a perceptron of order 3 
and 
IX is a (discrete approximation toa) circle] can be computed with order 4. 
More interesting are the results which illustrate fundamental limitations of 
perceptrons. One can ask if a predicate is of finite order, i.e., if it can be com- 
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puted by a perceptron of some fixed order, regardless of the size of the retina. 
(See Section 1.6 of "Perceptrons' for a formal definition.) Minsky and Papert 
show that such predicates as 
IX is connected], 
IX has at least ~three components] 
are not of finite order. Indeed, one of the main theorems in their book states 
that the only topologically invariant predicates which can be computed in finite 
order are those which are functions of the Euler characteristic. (See Minsky 
and Papert, 1969, Section 5.9.) 
Minsky and PaPert describe another kind of simple machine, the Gamba 
Perceptron, as a kind of "perceptron" in which each of the !'simple predicates" ~o i
is itself a linear threshold function 
~i(X) = [ E bi~xj(X) > Oil, 
x j~ R 
Here x~(X) denotes the order 1 predicate 
x j (x )  = [x~ ~ x] .  
Viewed as a perceptron, the Gamba machine ~b has order equal to the size 
of the retina [ R p, since each ~0~ looks at the entire retina. Order restriction 
techniques therefore do not give much information about the capabilities of 
this kind of device. 
From another point of view, however, the Gamba machine is nowhere nearly 
as complex as the general order I R I perceptron. Rather, it is a simple "two- 
layer" device, in which each layer is made up of linear threshold elements. 
More generally, one could consider "multilayer machines," in which each layer 
makes linear threshold ecisions based on results of previous layers. 
This paper deals with properties of these "multilayer" machines. The 
computational devices we will be concerned with are called Linear Threshold 
Machines. A linear threshold machine is a general purpose computer together 
with a number of linear threshold elements 91 ,..., ~0~.. The general purpose 
computer is allowed to perform any computation whatsoever, with one restric- 
tion, computations cannot be based upon "direct observation" of the retina 
itself, but rather upon the outputs of the threshold functions ~01 ..... 9r (Fig. 2). 
The rank of the linear threshold machine is defined to be the number of linear 
threshold functions 91 ,..-, ~or. 
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This class of machines includes the Gamba perceptron, the multilayer 
machines, and in fact any kind of pattern recognition device that can be con- 
structed out of linear threshold elements o long as the arrangement of inter- 
connections does not include any loops. (Permitting loops would allow one to 
build a universal computer out of linear threshold elements.) 
:C °; 
FIG. 2. L inear threshold machine of rank r. 
We begin, in Section 2, with a formal definition of linear threshold machines. 
Then in Section 3 we show that the parity predicate 
~)par(X) = [the number of squares in X is odd] 
is not of finite rank. This allows us in Section 4 to deduce that, as is the case 
with finite-order perceptrons, the only topologically invariant predicates which 
could be of finite rank are functions of the Euler characteristic. 
In Section 5, we begin to consider the problems of "infinite" or "arbitrarily 
large" retinas. We introduce the notion of uniform linear threshold machine, 
a linear threshold machine of fixed rank which can make computations which 
are "independent" of the size of the retina. Section 6 gives some examples of 
predicates which can be computed, somewhat surprisingly, by uniform linear 
threshold machines of rank 2. 
Section 7 deals with the Saturation Theorem, our main technique for obtaining 
restrictions on the possible computations of uniform linear threshold machines. 
Section 8 applies this to show that, as opposed to the finite-order perceptrons, 
which can compute the Euler characteristic, the uniform linear threshold 
machine cannot compute any nontrivial topological invariants. Section 9 gives 
further applications of the saturation technique and demonstrates the inability 
of these machines to recognize figures in context. Section 10 returns to give a 
more careful version of the Saturation Theorem and shows, for example, that 
if a linear threshold machine with bounded coefficients i to escape the saturation 
phenomenon, its rank must grow with the size of the retina, albeit very slowly 
(as log log IR l). 
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2. LINEAR THRESHOLD MACHINES 
DEFINITION 2.l .  A linear threshold function qo on a retina R is a particular 
kind of predicate computed as follows: For some real-valued function/z on R 
and a real number 0 we have 
= > 01 
Here / ,  is called the measure and 0 the threshold associated to ~. 
Now we combine these functions into machines. First of all, a Boolean r-tuple 
is defined to be an r-tuple each of whose elements is 0 or 1. 
A rank r decision function A is a function defined on Boolean r-tuples and 
which can assume the values 0 or 1. Finally, 
DEFINITION 2.2. A linear threshoM machine of rank r 
M=A¢~ 
is a predicate consisting of 
(i) an r-tuple of linear threshold functions ~ --~ (9~, ~°2 ..... 9r), and 
(ii) a rank r decision function A such that 
M(X) = A(9~(X), 9~(X),..., q~(X)). 
This is the class of machines with which we will be concerned in this paper. 
The following observations are clearly true. 
(1) I f  the retina has I R 1 points, then any predicate on R can be computed 
by a linear threshold machine of rank I R I. 
(2) I f  M I , . . . ,M  k are linear threshold machines of rank r 1 ..... r~, 
respectively, then any Boolean function of the M~ can be computed by a linear 
threshold machine of rank r 1 + r 2 -+ . . . .  + r k . 
Definition (2.1) of linear threshold function is slightly out of line with that 
used by Minsky and Papert. When computing (p(X) we only take the summation 
over the points of X rather than over the entire retina R. Two alternative 
definitions we might have used are 
DEFINITION 2.3. "Order 1 Perceptron" 
where p(x, X)  is a predicate depending only on whether or not x e X. 
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Alternatively, 
DEFINITION 2.4. "(--1, 1) threshold function" 
: [E  a p(x, x)  > o] 
where p(x, X) ~ l i f x~Xand- -1  i fx6X. 
It is easy to see that all three of the definitions are equivalent so long as 
we are dealing with a fixed finite retina R. If, however, we consider infinite retinas 
or sequences of retinas, the different forms (2.1), (2.3), (2.4) make a difference. 
For example, the predicate 
[area X > 1 area R] 
is easily expressed as a (--1, 1) threshold function 
[z p(x, x) > 01 
XE R 
but a type (2.1) threshold function forthis same predicate must involve constants 
which grow large as the size of the retina becomes large. We have chosen to work 
with the form (2.1) since we wish to make computations which depend only on 
the figure X itself, and not explicitly on the retina R. 
Finally, there is one more assumption we will make about the threshold 
functions, that of finite sensitivity, that the values of the measure cannot be 
arbitrarily small in absolute value: 
2.5. Hypothesis of Finite Sensitivity. With each threshold function there is 
associated a sensitivity e such that, for any x ~ R either/x(x) = 0 or i/x(x)i ~> e. 
This hypothesis will certainly be satisfied for any linear threshold function 
built out of actual physical components, for example, out of optical filters and 
photo detectors. 
3. PARITY 
We will be concerned, as are Minsky and Papert, with predicates that can be 
computed by linear threshold machines which are "independent of the retina." 
Our first attempt at formalizing this concept is the notion of "finite rank." 
DEFINITION 3.1. A predicate ~ is of finite rank r if for any size retina .R 
there is a linear threshold machine of rank r which computes ~b on R. 
In this section we exhibit a predicate which is not of finite rank. This is the 
"parity predicate" 
Cvar(X) = [X contains an odd number of points of R]. 
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We shall show that, for a linear threshold machine to be able to recognize parity, 
its rank must grow at least logarithmically with the size of the retina. More 
precisely 
3.2. PARITY THEOREM. Suppose M is a linear threshold machine of rank r 
which computes parity on a retina R. Then 
I R I  ~ r2 r-1. 
Before proceeding with the proof, 
M=Aq~ 
For any X C R let 
we first introduce some notation. Let 
=(~1,~ .... ,9~), 
~°i(X) = [x~x i(x) > Oil" 
s , (x )  = y~ ~, (x)  
and let ai(X ) = [Si(X ) ~ 0]. Finally, let q~(X) be the Boolean r-tuple 
~(x)  = (~dx) ..... ~,(x)) 
and let ~'(X) be the Boolean r-tuple 
z (x )  = (~l(x), ~dx),..., ~(x)).  
Now recall the usual Boolean notion of "implication," i.e., 0 -~ 1, 1 -~ 1, 
0 --~ 0 are all valid, but 1 -+ 0 is not valid. This extends to a partial order on 
Boolean r-tuples 
3.3. DEFINITION. If  a and b are Boolean r-tuples, then we say that a ~ b if 
ai --~ hi for i = 1 ..... r. 
Our first step in proving Theorem 3.2 is to show that any linear threshold 
machine can be put in "normal form": 
3.4. DEFINITION. A linear threshold machine M ~ A# is said to be normal 
if each component linear threshold function evaluates to zero on the empty set, 
i .e., 
~(;~) = (o, o ..... o). 
This is equivalent to saying that each of the thresholds 0i is positive. 
3.5. NORMALIZATION LEMMA. I f  M is a linear threshoM machine of rank r 
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then there is a normal inear threshold machine, also of rank r, which computes the 
same predicate as M. 
Proof. Suppose, by reordering, that ~oi(~) = 1 for i = 1 ..... k and ~0~(Z) = 0 
for k = k -~ 1 ..... r. We will produce a new linear threshold machine by 
modifying the first k threshold functions. Namely, if 
is a linear threshold function, define a new threshold function 95i by 
95i(x) = [ z (-.,(x)) -oil 
ce~ X 
so that 95i(X) = 1 if and only if ~oi(X ) = 0. So now let M'  be the linear threshold 
machine 
M '  = A'q~' 
where q)' = (951,..., 95~ , ~%+1,..., %) and A' =doneg k where neg k is the 
function which negates the first h components of a Boollan r-tuple. Then M'  
is normal and, for any X, we have 
34'(X) = A'qD'(X) = A'(neg k ~(X)) = d(negT~ neg~ ~(X)) 
= ~z, (x )  = M(X) .  
The key observation in the proof of Theorem 3.2 is the following "regularity 
condition" for linear threshold machines. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose M ~ Aq~ is a normal linear threshoM machine on R. 
Suppose X and Y are disjoint subsets of R with qb(X) ~ Z(Y) .  Then 
¢(x) ~< ¢(x u Y) <~ z (Y ) .  
Proof. We will verify that ~0~(X) --+ ~oi(X k) Y) --* cry(Y) for each i. 
Suppose cri(Y ) = 0, so that Si (Y  ) ~ O. Then, by hypothesis, 5oi(X) must also 
be 0, so that S i (X  ) <~ 0 i . Therefore, since X and Y are disjoint, we have 
S~(X w Y) = S~(X) q- Si(Y ) ~< 0~, that is, qo~(X u Y) ----- 0. Hence 
99~(X u Y) = 0 whenever ~i(Y) = 0, i.e., qs(X u Y)  <~ Z(Y) .  
Now suppose that %(X U Y) = O, i.e., 
SI(X) ~, S~(Y) <~ 0~. (3.6) 
Then 
Case 1. If Si (Y  ) <~ 0 we have cri(Y ) = 0, by normality. So the hypothesis 
implies that ~i(X) must be 0. 
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Case 2. If S~(Y)> 0 then Eq. (3.6) implies that S i (X  ) ~ Oi, i.e., 
~pi(X) ~- O. 
So, in either case, ~(X)= 0 whenever q~(X k)Y) -~ O, that is, q)(X) 
~(x u Y). 
The next lemma applies these "regularity" considerations to the parity 
predicate. First, if v is any Boolean r-tuple define ones(v) to be the number of 
ones in v. 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose M is a normal inear threshold machine which computes 
parity on a retina R, and suppose that x 1 ,x2 .... , x~ are distinct points of R with 
z (~)  <~ S(x~) <~ ... <~ 2(x~). 
Then ones(Z(xm) ) > m. 
Proof. Define subsets Si of R to be 
Si ~- xl u xz u "" u xi , 
S O = ;~. 
Since M is normal we have #(S0) ~ X(Xl) ~< 2?(xr~) so Lemma 3.6 applies to 
give 
~(&) ~< ~(x 1 va &) ~< 2(x~) 
that is, 
~(S0) ~ ~(S1) • Z(Xl). 
This inequality, along with the hypothesis, now implies that q~(S1) ~ ~'(x2) so 
once again we can apply Lemma 3.6 to obtain 
or, 
~(s1) ~< ~(.= u s1) ~< z(.2), 
• (s~) <~ a,(s2) <~ Z(x~). 
Continuing in this manner, we get 
~(&) ~< ~(s2) ~< .-. ~< ~(s~) ~< 2(x~). 
But Si and Si_ 1 have opposite parity so #(Si) v~ q)(Si-1). Therefore the vector 
qb(Si) contains at least one more "one" than the vector qb(Si_l) and so 27(x~,) /> 
#(S~) must contain at least m ones. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Suppose M is a linear threshoM machine which computes 
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parity on a retina R. Suppose that all the measure functions txi in the threshold 
functions for M take on only positive values. Then 
rankM>~ ]R] .  
Pro@ The hypothesis implies that Z(X) = (1, l ..... 1) for every subset of R. 
Therefore we have 
~(x , )  = 2(x2)  - - 2(xfR~) 
and so Lemma 3.7 implies that 
ones(2(xpRi)) > in  !. 
But ones(Z(xERi) ) ~ number of elements in Z(xIRj) = rank 21//. 
The same kind of reasoning as in Corollary 3.8 provides the proof of the 
Parity Theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Suppose M computes parity and has rank r. Let 
B(r) = Z ones(v) 
~J 
where the sum is taken over all distinct Boolean r-tuples v. Then we claim that 
i R l, the size of the retina, must be less than or equal to B(r). For, consider the 
r-tuples Z(xi) as xl runs through the elements of R. If  J R r > B(r) then there 
must be some r-tuple v and points x 1 ,..., x1~ with 
S(** )  = Z( .2 )  - -  - -  X ( .~)  = 
and k > ones(v). But this is impossible by Lemma 3.7. Thus r R i <~ B(r). 
Finally, it remains only to compute B(r) 
B(r) -= 2 ones(v) = f k{the number of r-tuples v with ones(v) ---- k} 
V k=0 
r 
k=0 
4. TOPOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE PARITY THEOREM 
This section follows Minsky and Papert (1969, Chapter 5) very closely in 
deriving consequences of the fact that the parity predicate is not of finite rank. 
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We deduce that, as parity is not of finite rank, then neither are such predicates 
as  
IX is connected], 
[X has two components, one surrounding the other] 
and so on. We will show that the only topological predicates which could be of 
finite rank can depend only on the Euler characteristic of X. (In fact, in Section 8, 
we will show that even these "Euler predicates" can not be of finite rank if 
we impose certain "uniformity conditions" on our linear threshold machines.) 
Following Minsky and Papert, we show that any scheme for computing 
topological invariants (besides Euler characteristic) on a class of figures {X} 
must also be able to compute parity on a class of "derived figures" {J~-}. Hence, 
any machine which is "confused" by parity must necessarily also be confused 
by topological invariants. 
This notion of "predicates on derived figures" i  made precise by Minsky 
and Papert in Section 5.4 of their book: 
"Suppose F is a function which associates to any figure X in R a figure 
= F(X)  in -~. Let ~ be a predicate on/~. Then we can define a predicate ~b 
on R by 
= 
In this context, Minsky and Papert formulate 
COLLAPSING THEOREM FOR PERCEPTRONS (Minsky andPapert (1969, Theorem 
5.4.1). Suppose the function F is such that, each point )~- of/~ depends on atmost 
one point of R, i.e., the points of ~ fall into four categories: 
or  
~ 2 for all X 
~ ¢ 2 for all X 
or there is a point x ~ R such that 
~2 iff xeX 
or 
~2 iff xCX.  
Then order ~ ~< order ~. (That is, if ~ can be computed by a perceptron o/order k, 
than so can ~b.) 
Analogously, we have 
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THEOREM 4.1 (Collapsing Theorem for Linear Threshold Machines). Sup- 
pose that, as above, each point ~ of t} depends on at most one point of R. Then 
rank ~b ~ rank ~. 
That is, if ~ can be computed by a linear threshold machine of rank r then so can ~. 
Pro@ Suppose f l?/= z~ is a linear threshold machine of rank r which 
computes ~ on/~. Let q3 i , i ~- 1,..., r be the linear threshold functions which 
comprise ~b. Let rpi be the predicate on R defined by %(X) = ~oi(F(X)). Recall 
(2.3) that as long as we are dealing with a fxed retina (such as R or/~) then 
"linear threshold functions" are the same as "order 1 perceptrons." Ttlus we 
can apply the Collapsing Theorem for Perceptrons to deduce that the 9i can be 
computed as linear threshold functions on R. Now define the linear threshold 
machine M on R by 
where 
and 
M =A~ 
~=d 
= (91 ..... ~) .  
Then, for any X C R 
M(X) = A~(X) = A¢(F(X))  = ~(F(X))  = ~(F(X)) = ¢(X) 
so that M is a linear threshold machine of rank r which computes ~b. 
COROLLARY 4.2. 
is not of finite rank. 
Proof. 
(1) 
(2) 
The predicate 
¢connected(X) = IX  is connected] 
Since we have 
~bparity is not of finite rank, 
the Collapsing Theorem is true, 
the proof is identical to the one given in the context of finite-order perceptrons 
in Sections 5.5-5.7 of Minsky and Papert's book. Basically, the idea is to 
construct a function 
F: (figures in R) ~ (figures in/~) 
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such that 
Cpari*y(X) = ¢con .ectoa(F (X) )  
and the Collapsing Theorem implies that 
rank Cparity ~< rank Ceonneeted • 
See Minsky and Papert (1969) for details. 
Minsky and Papert's techniques also allow us to deduce that the only 
topologically invariant predicates which could be of finite rank must be functions 
of the Euler characteristic. 
DEFINITION 4.3. A predicate ¢ is said to be topologically invariant if ¢(X) = 
¢(Y) whenever X and Y are topologically equivalent (i.e., X and Y can be 
"continuously deformed" into one another). 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let ¢ be a topologically invariant predicate of finite rank. 
Suppose X and Y are figures with the same Euler characteristic. Then ¢( X) -= ~b( Y). 
Proof. The proof exactly follows Minsky and Papert's Theorem 5.9 which 
proves the corresponding result for finite-order perceptrons. The idea is based 
on a construction due to Paterson which reduces the computation of ¢ modulo 
Euler characteristic to the computation of the parity of certain derived figures. 
5. INFINITE RETINAS; UNIFORM LINEAR THRESHOLD MACHINES 
In demonstrating that predicates such as parity and connectedness are not of 
finite rank, we considered a fixed, finite retina and found lower bounds for the 
rank of any linear threshold machine which computes these predicates. The 
lower bound becomes large as the size of the retina becomes large, hence the 
predicates are not of finite rank. 
But the intuitive concept of "finite rank" carries a somewhat stronger conno- 
tation. Namely, we would like to think of a "finite rank" predicate as one which 
can be somehow computed by a fixed linear threshold machine which works 
regardless of the size of the retina. We formalize this notion below in the 
definition of uniform linear threshold machine. 
DEFINITION 5.1. 
of retinas 
By an "infinite retina" _~ we will mean an increasing union 
R 1 C R 2 C R a ..-. 
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A uniform linear threshoMfunction ~ on/~ is a compatible collection of linear 
threshold functions 
q~(X) = [ ~xlXi(X) > Oi l 
where/~i is a measure function on R i. By "compatible collection" we mean 
(1) if RJ C R i then/d restricted to RJ is the same as y ,  
(2) all the 0 i are the same. 
Thus, it makes good sense, for finite figures X in/),  to write 
¢(x) = [ E > °l 
x~X 
where/, is a well-defined function on the infinite retina/~. 
DEFINITION 5.2. A uniform linear threshoM machine of rank r on /~ is a 
predicate 217/~ A4  where (/5 = (81,8.2 ..... ~r) is an r-tuple of uniform linear 
threshold functions and A is a rank r decision function. 
Intuitively, then, we allow our machines to operate on larger and larger retinas 
by hooking up more and more inputs to the linear threshold functions. The 
thresholds 0 as well as the decision function A remain unchanged. 
Notice that we make no requirement that the measure functions/~ remain 
bounded as the retina gets large. 
Also we could have defined our "uniform threshold functions" based on one 
of the other definitions of "linear threshold function," 2.3, or 2.4. These would 
lead to different classes of machines. However, Definition 5.1 seems more natural 
since, for a fixed figure on an "arbitrarily large" retina, the threshold summations 
need extend only over the points of the figure. This seems to capture the intuitive 
notion of "computations which depend only on the figure itself, not on the entire 
infinite retina." 
6. STRATIFICATION; PREDICATES OF RANK 2 
Much of this paper is concerned with proving that various geometric predi- 
cates are not of finite rank. In this section, by way of contrast, we show how 
certain "symmetry" predicates can be computed by uniform linear threshold 
machines of rank2. These results are reminiscent of the "stratification 
phenomenon" discussed in Chapter 7 of "Perceptrons." This consists, roughly, 
in using very large coefficients to encode geometric information, thus allowing 
certain predicates to be computed by simpler machnies than might have been 
thought necessary. The details of this technique for linear threshold machines 
643/34/1-6 
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differ from those given in "Perceptrons." However, the results have the same 
flavor in both cases, and so we retain the name "stratification." 
THEOREM 6.1 (Rank 2 Stratification). Let S1, $2,... be a sequence of disjoint 
finite subsets of ~. Let ~b i be the predicate 
¢ i (X)  = [either S i C X or S i t~ X = 25] 
then T = Ai ~bi can be computed by a uniform linear threshoM machine of rank 2. 
(Note: Each Si must itself be a finite set. But there may be infinitely many 
distinct Si' s.) 
Proof. For each Si pick a "base point" bi ~ S i .  Let ni = (number of 
elements in Si) - -  1. Define the function/~ as: for 
x ~ S~ -- b 1 
t~(bl) = --nlm 1 
Iz(x) = 1 =of ml 
and, inductively, for 
x e Si --  bi ~(x) = 1 + ~ abs(/~(y)) =at  mi 
tz(bi) =- -n im i 
and/z(x) : 0 for x not contained in any S i .  
Then define 
We claim that T(X) is true if and only if ~I(X) and ~(X)  are both true, i.e., 
if and only if 
E ,(x) = o. 
x~X 
To see this, note first that 
Z = o 
x~S i 
by choice of/z. Now if ~bi(X ) is true we have that either X n S~ = Si or 
X ~ S i = ~.  In either case, then 
Z = o. 
~sinx  
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So if ~(X) is true, we have 
Z .(x) = Z = o. 
xeX i xeSiC~X 
Conversely, suppose ~(X) is false and let I be the largest value of i for which 
4q(X)  is false. (Recall that we are only concerned with finite figures X, so that 
I exists.) Then 
Let 
Z . (x )  = Z t,(x). 
x~X all i such that xeXc~ S i 
¢i(X) is false 
AI= ~ [~(X) and AR= ~ /~(x). 
ze  X ja  X xe X 
~¢ s in  x 
Then Y~sx/z(x) = d I @ _d R . By construction of /~, we have abs(dz)>/m I 
since at least one point of St is not in X. Also, by construction, m l > abs(dR) 
since, if C/X) is false then i ~< L Thus 
[All >IdR~r so A I+AR¢0.  
Finally, notice that this construction will provide uniform linear threshold 
functions c~i, c~2 on a retina sequence ~: R 1 C R 2 C .... We need only make sure 
that the "higher numbered" sets S i appear in the higher numbered retinas R ~. 
The crucial point is that we can "enlarge the retina," add more S i ,  without 
changing the value of/,  on the lower numbered S~. 
6.2. EXAMPLES. The following predicates all have rank 2. 
(a) Draw a vertical ine L" down the center of the retina. Define ¢ by 
¢(X) = IX is symmetric with respect o L]. 
Here the sets S i have two elements consisting of a point x along with its 
reflection in L. Following through the proof of 6.1 we see that the weight 
mi = 2 i - -  1. 
(b) More generally, let G be a finite group acting on R. Then 
Co(X) = IX is invariant under G] 
has rank 2. Take the S~ to be the orbits of points of R under the G-action, i.e., 
S i  = O g(x) for some xeR.  
gcG 
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(C) Pick a point x o e R. Then 
¢(X) ~ IX is a bull's eye centered about xo] 
has rank 2. Take the S i to be "concentric rings" about x o . 
7. SATURATION 
We now turn to some predicates which cannot be computed by uniform 
linear threshold machines. These include, for example, predicates which recog- 
nize any topological invariant and predicates which recognize figures in context. 
The main technique for obtaining these results i  the Saturation Theorem. 
This says, roughly, that linear threshold functions will become "overloaded" 
as the retina becomes large. Consequently, parts of figures may become 
"invisible" to a linear threshold machine. We formalize this in the notion of 
"'saturation" and "saturation sequence." 
DEFINITION 7.1. Suppose that M is a uniform linear threshold machine 
on a ret ina/?:  R 1 C R ~ C .-- and that A and B are disjoint subsets of /~ with 
A C R a, B C R b, a < 3. Then we say that B saturates ~ with respect to A on 
R a, if for any S C R a we have 
(See Fig. 3.) 
:~(B w s)  = :~(n  u B u S). 
^ 
M ( 
FIG. 3. B saturates M with respect to A on R a. 
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Intuitively, the idea is that B "overwhelms" the decision elements of l~  to 
such an extent that 37/cannot "see" A. 
DEFINITION 7.2. Suppose 37I is a uniform linear threshold machine on /~ 
and that {A,: C R l(i)} is a sequence of subsets of/~. (Here {R ~(i)} represents an 
expanding collection of retinas in /~.) Then we say that {Ai} is a saturation 
sequence if there exists an integer N such that 
A 2 u A a u ... u A N 
saturates J]4 with respect o A 1 on R z(1). 
The main result about saturation is now 
7.3. SATURATION THEOREM. Let 2(/i be a uniform linear threshoM machine on t~ 
and let {-//i C R z(O} be any infinite sequence of disjoint sets. Then {.//i} contains a 
subsequence which is a saturation sequence. 
Proof. Let 37I = A¢  and q5 = (~1 ..... c~,.) 
e, (x )  = , ,¢x)> 01 
xeX 
As in Section 3 let 
&(x)  = y, re(x). 
weX 
Define the number 7i(X) by 
r j (x )  = 0 
=1 
and iet I ' (X)  be the r-tuple 
if S3(x) = O, 
if Sj(x) > O, 
if S~(x) < 0, 
r (x )  = ( r , (x ) ,  y~(x)  ..... r,.(x)). 
Since there are only a finite number of possible values for E(X), there must be arm 
infinite subsequence of the {Ai} for which E(Ai) takes the same fixed value. We 
claim that this is the desired saturation sequence. 
To prove this, first renumber the Ai's so that A 1 , Az ,... is the subsequence 
picked out above. Also for convenience renumber the Ri's so that A i C R i. Now 
let 
M = max max abs(S~.(X)). 
i=21 . . . . .  r XCR 1 
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T = max abs0 t
t= l , . . . , r  
and choose N > ((T + M)/e) + 1 where E is the minimum sensitivity of the 
linear threshold functions ~a ..... ~r .  (Recall Section 2.5.) 
Let A ----- /ta and let B = A~ U Aa U --" u AN and let S be any subset of R ]. 
We will show that 
c}t(A u B U S) = ~t(B u S) 
for j = 1, 2 ..... r. This will prove the theorem. 
Case I. Suppose we have a j for which St(-//) = 0. Hence St(B ) and 
St(A u B) are also 0, so 
St(A u B U S) =S/S)  = St(B k) S) 
and therefore ~t(d  u B u S) = ~t(B U S). 
Case 2. Suppose St(A ) > 0. Then, by (2.5) we have St(A ) <~ e and so 
St(B ) >~ (N- -1 )e  = T+M 
also, by choice of M we have 
I st(s)J <~ M so  St(B u S) >~ T >~ Ot 
and S /A  u B u S) >~ T -}- e > O t . 
Hence ~t(A u B u S) = @(B u S) = 1. 
Case 3. Suppose St(A ) < 0. Then, as above, we have 
St(A ) <~ --e and S/B)  <~ -- (N -- 1)e = - - r  - - / ]4.  
Also I $5(S)1 <~ M, so St(B u S) ~ - -T  ~ 0 t and 
s /A  u e u s )  <~ - -  T - -  ~ < Or. 
Hence 
~(A w B u S) = ~t(B u S) = 0. 
This completes the proof. 
To use the Saturation Theorem we proceed as follows. First find a figure X 
which we would like to make "invisible" to 3~r, then embed X in a saturation 
sequence {Xi} so that 
X~ U X 3 U "'" U X N =dr sat(X) 
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saturates f /  with respect to X. The following proposition illustrates the 
technique. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let ~baaj be the predicate 
Cadj(X) = [X contains at least two adjacent points of R]. 
Then ~adj cannot be computed by a uniform linear threshold machine. 
Proof. Suppose M is a uniform linear threshold machine. Let {Ai} be a 
sequence of single points of R, spaced at least three apart. By Theorem 7.3 
{-//i} contains a saturation subsequence B1, B~ ,.... Then, as indicated above, 
let B = B z C R z and let B 2 u B 3 U .." t j  B N = sat(B) saturate M with respect 
to B on R 1. Now let S be the figure consisting of a single point of R 1, adjacent 
to B but not adjacent to any of the other B i . Then, by saturation, 
]~/(sat(B) t3 S) = ~/(B t.) sat(B) t_) S) 
but Caa,i(sat(B) t3 S) is false while Cadj(B k3 sat(B) U S) is true. (See Fig. 4.) 
S B 
R 1 
FIG. 4. 
@@ ..... @ 
B 2 B 3 Bn 
Saturation sequence for Caai - 
Remark. This proposition stands in sharp contrast o the perceptron case, 
where Caaj is easily computed by a perceptron of order 2. 
8. TOPOLOGICAL INVARIANTS 
We have already seen (4.4) that the only topological invariants which could be 
computed by a finite-rank linear threshold machine are those which depend 
only on the Euler characteristic. Now we apply the Saturation Theorem to 
conclude that not even these "Euler predicates" are computable in a uniform 
way, and that consequently uniform linear threshold machines cannot compute 
any nontrivial topological invariant. 
THEOREM 8.1. Suppose 2f/I is a uniform linear threshoM machine such that 
M(X1) = ~(X2)  whenever 21 and X 2 are topologically equivalent. Then, in fact, 
f/ I(X) = f l (Y )  for any nonempty sets X and Y. 
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_Proof. Let T denote the annulus illustrated in Fig. 5. Let X be any nonempty 
figure. We will show that dI?/(X) = _717/(2"). 
Step 1. Let e(X) be the Euler characteristic of X. By applying 4.4 and 
choosing the retina large enough we have that fl~(X) is equal to one of the 
"eanonical figures with Euler characteristic e(X)," i.e., 
e(X) disjoint squares if e(X) > 0 
or  a 
1 - -  e(X) holed annulus if e(X) ~ 0 
(see Fig. 6). Thus we need only show that fl?/(X) = 37/(T) for X equal to any 
of these canonical forms. 
6OoOoO6O0Uo VoVoUo~o~o~ ooooo  oooooc  oooooo  ooooo  ooooo  ooooo¢ oooooo  ooooo  ooooo  oooooc  oooooo  ooooo  ooooo  oooooc  oooooo  ooooo  ooooo  oooooc  oooooo  ooooo  ooooo  oooooc  o o o o o o o o o o o o  ooooo  oooooc  oooooo  ooooo  ooooo  oooooc  o o o o o o o o o o o o  -o_o -o_o~o~ o^o^o^o~o~c 
t0~0%~0~0~° 1 
ooooo  oooooo  ooooo  oooooo  ooooo  oooooo  ooooo  oooooo  ooooo  oooooo  ooooo  oooooo  ooooo  oooooo  ooooo  oooooo  ~o~o_o~o^o^ 
-o -o -o -o~o.  ^o^o~o^o~o^c 
FIG. 5. 
olovo I . . . . . .  ~o oooooo  oo  ooooo  ~o ooooo  oo  ooooo  ~o oooooo  oo  ooooo  ~o oooooo  oo  ooooo  ~o oooooo  o~ ooooo  ~o oooooo  oo  ooooo  ~o oooooo  oo  ooooo  ~o oooooo  oo  ooooo  ~o~ o~o~o~o~o~o 
V] o o o o o o  ooooo  o o o o o o  ooooo  oooooo  ooooo  oooooo  ooooo  oooooo  ooooo  oooooo  ooooo  oooooo  ooooo  oooooo  ooooo  OnOnOnOnOnO ,o oi o o_o_ _ol ~o o o o o o o  oo  ooooo  ~o oooooo  oo  ooooo  ~o oooooo  oo  ooooo  ~o oooooo  oo  ooooo  ~o oooooo  oo  ooooo  ~o oooooo  oo  ooooo  ~o oooooo  oo  ooooo  )o  oooooo  oo  ooooo  ~ ^ o~o~o~o^o^ 
Thestandardannulus, T. 
e,x,,O @ @ 
e(x) <_ 0 
 !iiii iiiii  i ii iiiii iiiii ii! ii ii !iiIiiiiii ii iii ii!iii iiiii!|ii!ii i iii   
Iiiiiil  iiiiiil liiiiii] liiiiiil liiiiii] /i!iiiiI [iiiiiil 
 !iiiii iii!ii iiiiii ii iii ii ii iiiiii iiiii  !i  !i  iiii! i!iiiIiiii!Iiiiii iii i!  
Fro. 6. Canonical figures for Euler characteristic. 
Step 2. In the retina sequence _~ choose a sequence of disjoint copies of T. 
Now use the Saturation Theorem 7.3 tO find a sequence T 1 , T 2 ,...,TN so that 
I' 2 U "'" U Tw = sat(T~) 
saturates 39/with respect to/11 on R ~. (See Fig. 7.) Notice, that by (4.4) we have 
_3~/(X) = _/I~/(X u sat(T1) since these sets have the same Euler characteristic. 
Step 3. Case 1. Suppose e(X) ~ 0 so that the canonical form for X is an 
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n-holed annulus. Consider the set X~A sat(T1). By topological invariance w
can deform X w sat(T1) without changing the value of 2P/so that the "end- 
position hole" of X moves over to become T 1 (Fig. 8), i.e., X ~ -~ kd T 1 where 
X has (n - -  1) holes. Thus we have 
f / (X )  = 37/(X u sat(T1) ) = 21?/(_~ w T 1 u sat(T1) ) 
= 3?/(X ~ u sat(T1) ) = 3~r(X). 
Proceeding inductively, we can reduce the number of holes of X one by one 
until there is only one hole left, i.e., X reduces to an annulus. 
T 1 
R 1 
@ @ ............ @ 
T 2 T 3 In 
FIG. 7. A saturation sequence of annuli. 
X X T I 
FIG. 8. X deforms to ~ w T1 . 
Case 2. Suppose that e(X) > 0 so that the canonical form for X is n disjoint 
squares. Let s~ denote the "end-most"  square and X = X k) sn • Consider again 
the set X ty sat(T1). Once again the value of 217/is unchanged if we deform this 
set by moving s~ over to be adjacent to the position occupied on the retina by T 1 . 
(See Fig. 9.) 
Jmwm 
Thus 
• . . , . 
mmm 
X T 1 X S n T 1 
Fro. 9. X~ Tzdeformstod~uS~u T1. 
21~(X) = 217/(_3/U sat(T1) ) = 2~/(_~ U s~, t.d sat(T1) ) 
= f4(X  kd s n td T 1 td sat(T1) ) 
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where the last equality uses saturation to add in 711 • But if s~ is directly adjacent 
to T 1 then the set sn U T 1 is itself topologically an annulus and so has Euler 
characteristic zero. Thus 
3~/(X td s n W T 1 W sat(T1) ) = 37/(_g) (as long as X :# 0). 
Proceeding in this way, we can eliminate the squares of X one by one. 
This completes the proof. 
9. FIGURES IN CONTEXT 
We recall the following definition from Section 6.6 of "Perceptions." 
DEFINITION 9.1. I f  ¢ is a predicate then define a new predicate ¢in context 
by 
¢in context(x) ~ [¢(Y) for some connected component Y of X]. 
Papert and Minsky show that, for such predicates as IX is a hollow square] 
~bin eontext cannot be computed by a finite-order perceptron. In this section we 
show that uniform linear threshold machines can compute ~bin context for only 
the most trivial kind of predicate ~b. 
DEFINITION 9.2. We say that a predicate ~b is divisible if ¢ satisfies the fol- 
lowing condition: For every connected set X on which ~b is true, if we divide X 
into two disjoint connected sets X ~ A u B, then ¢(A) is true or ¢(B) is 
true. 
We can see that most "interesting" geometric predicates are not divisible. 
For example, if ¢(X) is true and ¢ is divisible, then by continual subdividing 
we see that ¢ must be true on the set consisting of one single square of X. 
Consequently, any predicate which is both divisible and translation invariant 
must be true on the figure consisting of a single square. Not all predicates 
which are true on single squares are divisible. Figure 10, for example, illustrates 
that [X is a square] is not divisible. 
THEOREM 9.3. Suppose 2(I is a uniform linear threshoM machine w ich 
computes ~bin context for some translation invariant predicate ~b. Then ¢ must be 
divisible. 
Proof. Suppose ~b is not divisible. Then there exist connected figures A and B 
such that X ~ A u B is connected, ~b(A) ~ ~b(B) ~-- 0, and ¢(X) ~-- 1. Choose 
a saturation sequence {Bi} of sets which are all congruent to B and translate A 
so that A ~J B 1 is congruent to X. (See Fig. 1 I.) 
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B 
A 
Fro. 10. ]X is a square] is not divisible. 
B 1 B 2 B 3 B N 
A 
FIG. 11. Saturat ion  sequence  for  Sin colltext * 
and 
~hin eontext(A U sat(B1)  = 0 
¢in context(A U B 1 U sat(B1)  = ¢in context(X U sat(B1)  -= 1. 
On the other hand, we must have 
~r(A u sat(B,)) = ~r(A u B1 u sat(el)). 
The "negat ion"  of ~hin context is given by 
Call(X) = [¢(Y) for all connected components Y of X].  
We leave it to the reader to formulate and prove the corresponding theorem for 
q~all, e.g., 
[every component  of X is a rectangle] 
cannot be computed by a uni form linear threshold machine. 
Then  we have ~(Bi) = 0 for i = 1 .... , N. Lett ing B~ U "" k) B N = sat(B1) 
we have 
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10. BOUNDS FOR SATURATION 
We have shown that uniform linear threshold machines which purport to 
recognize ven very simple predicates must eventually fail on arbitrarily large 
retinas. But how large is arbitrarily large ? This section provides a bound, albeit 
a rather weak one, in terms of constants associated with the machines. 
DEFINITION 10.1. 
rank r on/~ 
Let 217/~ A¢  be a uniform linear threshold machine of 
= , q~ . . . . .  ~ . ) ,  
= Ix  ,,¢x) > 0,1 
x~X 
Let Si(X) = ~z~x tZi(x), let S(X)  = maxi= a...... l Si(X)I, let T = maxi= 1...... I Oi l, 
and let e be the minimum sensitivity (2.5) of the ~i. Now define sequences re(i) 
and b(i) by 
m(0) = max S(X) ,  
XC R 1 
b(1) = ((m(O) + T)/e) + 1, 
and, inductively, 
re(n) = max S(X), 
XCR Mn) 
b(n @ 1) b(n) @ ((n @ 1)/e)(m(n) + T). 
Finally, let N(37/) = b(3~). 
THEOREM 10.2. Let 2~ be as above and let (A i C R i) be any sequence of disjoint 
sets. Then there exist, among the first N( f l )  terms of the sequence, a set -/t = some 
_/l n C R n and a set B -= (union of _/ti) such that B saturates 2~i with respect o A 
on R n. 
In other words, for the purposes of applying the Saturation Theorem, R N(~t) 
is "arbitrarily large." 
Proof. I f  we examine the proof of Saturation Thoerem 7.3 we see that 
we can saturate 217/ if we can f ind some A n C R ~ and N more A's ~4i(1) , 
~4i(2) ,..., Ai(N) such that 
(l) all the A/i have the same vector/'(-~/i), 
(2) N > ((M + T)/e) where M = maxxcR, ]S(X)I. 
Since there are 3 r possible values for / ' (A i )  the theorem will follow at once 
from the lemma below, if we choose p = 3 k andf (X)  = F(X).  
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LEMMA 10.3. Let f be a function from subsets of R to the set of integers 
{1, 2 ..... p}. Then from any sequence ofb( p) subsets of [~ we can extract sets A C R ~ 
and Ai(1) , A~(2) ,..., Ai(N) with 
(1) f (A)  = f(Ai(1)) . . . . .  f(Ai(N)), 
(2) X > ((M + T)I~) M = max l S(X)I. 
XC R ~ 
Proof. By induction on p. First, if p ~ 1, then all A's in the sequence 
automatically have the same valuer(A), so choose A = A 1 C R 1 and condition (2) 
is fulfilled since b(1) > ((m(0) + T)/E). 
Now we assume that the lemma is true for p and prove it for p -1- 1. Suppose 
we have a sequence of b(p q- 1) elements, with f taking values in the set 
{1, 2,..., p @ 1}. Break the sequence into two pieces 
the first b(p) elements 
and 
the remaining ((p q- 1)/e)(m(p) -1- T) elements. 
I f f  applied to the first piece takes on at most p distinct values then the lemma 
follows by induction. 
Otherwise f takes on all p + 1 possible values among the first b(p) elements. 
Now among the second group of elements there is some value which f assumes 
at least ((re(p) 4- T)/e) times. But there is also some set A among the first b(p) 
elements on whichf  assumes this value. So let the desired sequence be A C R ~(~1 
followed by the remaining ((re(p) -7 T)/E) elements elected from the second 
group. 
EXAMPLE 10.4. Suppose that the measure functions /z i used by .g/ are 
bounded, i.e., [ ffi(x)] ~< k for x e/~. Suppose also that the size of the retinas R ~ 
grows linearly with n, [ R ~ ] = cn. (This is sufficient for all applications of the 
Saturation Theorem in Sections 8 and 9.) Then we can estimate N( f / ) :  
or  
,n(n) = kcb(n), 
b(n -t- 1) = b(n) + ((n + 1)/E)[kcb(n) + T], 
b(n + 1) - -  b(n) = ((n + 1)/~)[kcb(n) + V] 
and we can estimate the growth of b(n) by considering the differential equation 
ay/~x = Gxy + c2. 
This has the solution 
y = AC~eq ~:~ - ( c~/G)  
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log b(n) ~.~ n 2. 
Finally N(2V/) = b(3 0 so we get 
log log N(.~r) ,-~ r. 
COROLLARY 10.5. For a bounded linear threshoM machine to avoid being 
saturated on large retinas, the rank must grow at least as fast  as log log I R I. 
11. CONCLUSION 
It is instructive to compare the results of this paper with those of Minsky and 
Papert. Demonstrating the limitations of perceptrons of small order, provided 
mathematical justification for the intuition that these computational schemes 
are somehow too "local" to deal with such "global" predicates as connectivity. 
Here we have taken a complementary point of view, investigating the limitations 
of the linear threshold element i self as a decision element. 
Like Minsky and Papert we believe that the value of this work lies in the 
general phenomena that it illuminates rather than in the precise statements 
of the theorems. In our case, we have shown that Minsky and Papert's 
"stratification phenomenon" appears in the class of linear threshold machines 
as well as in perceptrons. We have also indicated the importance of saturation 
as a potential pitfall for any machine attempting to recognize patterns using 
only a small number of threshold elements. 
Hopefully, all of these results will someday be subsumed by a general 
mathematical theory of pattern recognition, a theory which will clarify the 
intuitive guess that any system for "general purpose" pattern recognition must 
have the ability to "focus in on" local features and also the ability to combine 
this local data in flexible ~'global" ways. 
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